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Welly Hospo Wahine

Share. Educate. Inspire

March event is coming up tonight!
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11 March 6:30pm
Join us for our March event in

We are running slightly

town at Pickle and Pie as Mia

differently where we will be

and the team open their doors

opening the evening to more

for us to inspire discuss and

discussion,and problem solving

educate one another. This will

amongst our members. We will

be our first event where we

have some ice breakers to get

collect $15 per person to help

to know one another

cover some of the food and

better.Aiming to problem solve

drink. This will see a portion

and discuss more in the future.

going to our venue hosts as
well as into a kitty for future
events as a group.
Click going [here]
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Thanks to those that joined us for the February event over at Lashings
Thanks Lashings for the marvelous feast, Caitlin Perlman and Jules van Costello for the wine donations, Rebecca Stewart and Hannah Wells for sharing
their journeys with us. Discussion surrounding social media and advertising, how to schedule it into your work day as part of the job, which markets work
better for different companies. Improving the connections between employees and customers and standing your worth as a company sticking to your
morals. Finding ways to fund for extra staff as business picks up. Stories about ﬁnding a business partner and deciding on roles and investing. Choosing
hospitality not as a direct path but ﬁnding love and staying in it.

Thanks to our members.
Building a small committee to help take our little Wellington group from strength to strength. Thanks to those
who have reached out to help with adding more structure and purpose of improving what we offer one another.
After a meeting we will be looking at how to work in:
Workshops
Mentor seminars
Group problem solving
Open discussion
Incentive for different tiers of membership
Identifying people in the industry for mentee/mentor relationships
Alternating events between speakers/workshops
Some kick ass women who have offered their skills and time to assist often in more ways than stated:
Treasurer: Jackie Lee Morrison
Marketing: Beth Brash
Admin /Facebook moderating: Chelsea Godinet, Samantha Dinsdale
Graphics/Logo/design: Hannah Wells

Have an idea, comment, or suggestion, don't hesitate to send it along. This is a member's driven group and so we
are looking to build it to what the community feels it needs. Want to help? Great, we definitely need it. Let us
know what you can offer.
Thanks see you at the next event.

You are receiving this email because you have attended one of our events in the past or signed up to our
directory.
Our mailing address is:
nikita.kuschke@gmail.com
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